Please note: This PDF only has up to the first 250 providers of your search results. This is not a list of all providers.

IMPORTANT

While we make efforts to ensure that our lists of doctors and hospitals are up to date and accurate, providers do leave our networks from time to time, and these listings do change. There are hospitals, doctors or other providers who are not included in every plan network. Please make sure you are searching the right network. Logging in as a member is the most accurate method to search for providers in your plan network. You may also enter your Alpha Prefix (the first three letters of your member number on your ID card). There may be higher costs to you if you visit a provider who is not in your plan network. We recommend you contact the provider to confirm that they are in your plan network and that the desired service is covered.

If you receive services from a network hospital, the hospital may arrange with physicians and other providers to assist in your care. Network hospitals are encouraged to hold those hospital-based providers to the same standards for member billing. However, if a hospital does not require its hospital-based providers to comply with the same standards, we cannot influence the manner or amount that you may be billed by the hospital-based provider.

This directory is for general information. Health benefit plans vary, so please consult your benefit plan document to determine what services and supplies are covered under your particular plan.

HOW WE CHOOSE DOCTORS AND HOSPITALS FOR OUR NETWORKS

Before providers join our networks, we check to see that they have the education, licenses and training to provide care. While we don’t have specific quality, member satisfaction or patient safety measures for selecting providers and hospitals to participate in our Marketplace networks, we monitor and promote quality of care within many of our networks using programs like Enhanced Personal Health Care (EPHC), Quality-In-Sights®: Hospital Incentive Program (Q-HIP®), Blue Distinction, Blue Physician Recognition, Blue Precision, Physician Quality Measurement (PQM), Anthem Quality-In-Sights®: Primary Care Program (AQI).

For more information, go to https://www.anthem.com/health-insurance/nsecurepdf/English_providerdirectory_choose_doctors, or call our Member Services Department using the telephone number on your ID card.

1 Not all programs are available in all states
If you belong to a self-funded, employer-sponsored plan and are considering services from a provider affiliated with Sutter Health, a health system based primarily in Northern California, please contact your employer to confirm whether they have agreed to accept Sutter providers as a part of their network prior to receiving services. Sutter providers may or may not have “Sutter” in their name, so you should ask your provider if they are affiliated with Sutter.

While we make efforts to ensure that our lists of doctors are up to date and accurate, doctors do leave our networks from time to time, and these listings do change. There may be higher fees associated with visiting a doctor who is not in our network or for obtaining a service that is not covered by your plan. You may be responsible for those costs. To avoid higher fees we recommend that you confirm your doctor is in network and that the desired service is covered when scheduling your appointment.
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